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I. ACTIVITY: “Crazy Hair Self-Portrait” 
 

1. The first step in this project is to draw your own portrait on a 

blank sheet of paper.  

 Make sure your person is bald and leave plenty of room for the hair. 

 Trace your drawing with a black crayon. 

 Color your person in completely. Don’t leave any uncolored spots on 

your person.O 
 

 

2. To make this an academic activity find adjectives that describe the crazy hair, or one 

aspect of your personality and create a poem following the next structure:  

The poems used the format of… 

 First line = Noun, 
 Second line = Noun, 
 Third line = Adjective Noun 
 Fourth line = Adjective Noun, 
 Fifth line = Adjective, Adjective, Adjective Noun 
 Sixth line = Adjective, Adjective, Adjective Noun 
 Seventh line = A sentence about the noun 

*Finally, cut out the poems, mount them onto construction paper, and then glue them onto 
the paintings. 

3. Then, describe your self-portrait in ONE PARAGRAPH using adjectival order and answer:  

a. Which technique /materials did you use? 
b. Which colors did you use? 
c. What did you describe on your poem? Why? 
d. how did you feel when painting? Did you like this feeling? 
e. How this painting represent your personality?  
f. If you had to choose a song to compliment your self-portrait, which one would you 
choose…

 

OBJECTIVE: Apply Reading writing and oral skills by describing portraits. Create a self-portrait as part of formative 
evaluation. (9-10 – 13-14-16) 

Formative Evaluation 2 – Unit3: “ – ” 

Evaluación Formativa 2 – Unidad 3: “Auto retrato – my cabello loco” 
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 “Unusual Sport Collage” EVALUATION RUBRIC                             
Seventh Grade      / 19th - 25th – October 

 

 

 

                         *  Deadline: 25th october  
 

CRITERIA Achieved  (4) Incomplete (2) Not present (0) SCORE 

I. CONTENT 

1. PAINTING 
CREATION 

4 2 0 /4 

2. Poem 
description 

4 2 0 /4 

3. Written analisis 4 2 0 /4 

4. RESPONSABILITY 4 2 0 /4 

5. ORGANIZATION/ 
DESIGN (include 
images or 
drawings) 

4 2 0 /4 

6. WRITEN 
ANSWER 

4 2 0 /4 

TOTAL: __ / 24        AVERAGE CRITERIA:    L  24 to 18 pts   / ML  17 to 12 pts  / PL  11 to 01 pts.- 


